
Investigation  13.1.2 - Radian measure

How big an angle must one draw at the center of a circle to 
subtend (cut out) an arc whose length equals the radius of 
that circle?    This question is at the heart of defining the 
radian measure of an angle, but how many degrees is one 
radian?

If you draw diameters to cut the circle into six equal central 
angles of 60 degrees, you get a chord equal to the radius, 
which is close, but not equivalent, to the arclength.  Since the arc 
must be longer then the chord that intercepts it, an educated 
guess to the above question is some angle slightly less than 
60°.

Now consider a circle whose radius is 1 unit.  Whether its angles are measured in degrees 
or gradians (100 “grads” are in a right angle), its circumference is 2πr = 2π(1).  Hence, it takes 
2π (~6.28) radii to wrap around the circle once.  This result is true for any circle, regardless of 
size, and gives us the foundation for radian measure.  Just as there are always 360 degrees 
in any circle, so too will there always be 2π radians in any circle.  So we may conclude that 
360 degrees is equal to 2π radians (360°=2π).

From this equation it is quite easy to establish that π radians is 180°.  But how many radians 
is 90°?  60°?  And returning to our original question, how many degrees equal 1 radian?  
The next examples illustrate the process of converting angle measures.

Example 1

Since 360° is 2π radians and vice-versa, we can multiply 360° by 2π/360°, or the reduced 

form of π/180°, to obtain 360° * (π/180°) = 2π.  Repeat this process to convert:

a. 90° to radians b. 60° to radians
c. 45° to radians d. 30° to radians

Solution

Multiply each angle in degrees by (π/180°) to convert to radians.

a. 90° * (π/180°) = π/2 (=1.5708)
b. 60° * (π/180°) = π/3 (=1.0472)
c. 45° * (π/180°) = π/4 (=0.7854)
d. 30° * (π/180°) = π/6 (=0.5236)

NOTE:  The symbol “°” is used to indicate degrees. Assume radian measure otherwise.

Example 2

Reverse the process of Example 1 to convert degrees to radians.  First determine by what 
ratio you would multiply to change 2π into 360°.  Then verify that Example 2a coincides 
with the results of Example 1a before proceeding to parts b-d (those parts may not match 
Example 1).



a. π/2 radians to degrees b. 2π/3 to degrees
c. 5π/4 to degrees d. 1 radian to degrees

Solution

Multiply each angle in radians by (180°/π) to convert to degrees.

a. π/2 * (180°/π)   = 180°/2 = 90°

b. 2π/3 * (180°/π) = 360°/3 = 120°

c. 5π/4 * (180°/π) = 900°/4 = 225°

d. 1 * (180°/π)    = 57.2958°

Returning to the question at the beginning of this section, we need to draw an angle roughly 
equal to 57.3° to cut out an arc whose length is as long as the radius.
The required angle is exactly one radian.

DEFINITION OF RADIAN MEASURE
A “radian” is the measure of the central angle that subtends an arc whose 
length is equivalent to the radius of the circle.  

Calculator Exploration:

Some calculators have commands for angle measure conversion.  You can convert radians 
to gradians or degrees and vice-versa.  Your calculator may even calculate the minutes and 
seconds of each degree!  If you have such a calculator, repeat the above examples to 
verify that the conversions are correct and to familiarize yourself with this aspect of the 
calculator.


